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Calculating the Best Approximate Solution

of an Operator Equation*

By H. Wolkowicz** and S. Zlobec***

Abstract.   This paper furnishes two classes of methods for calculating the best ap-

proximate solution of an operator equation in Banach spaces, where the operator is

bounded, linear and has closed range.   The best approximate solution can be calcu-

lated by an iterative method in Banach spaces stated in terms of an operator param-

eter.   Specifying the parameter yields some new and some old iterative techniques.

Another approach is to extend the classical approximation theory of Kantorovich for

equations with invertible operators to the singular case.   The best approximate solu-

tion is now obtained as the limit of the best approximate solutions of simpler equa-

tions, usually systems of linear algebraic equations.   In particular, a Galerkin-type

method is formulated and its convergence to the best approximate solution is estab-

lished.   The methods of this paper can also be used for calculating the best least

squares solution in Hubert spaces or the true solution in the case of an invertible

operator.

1.  Introduction.  A solution of a consistent operator equation

(1) Ax = b,

where A is a bounded linear operator from a Banach space X into itself and b is an ele-

ment of X, can be calculated in two ways.  One can use a simple iterative scheme set

up in X, e.g. Krasnosel'skil et al. [18, Chapter 1], or an extension to Banach spaces of

various well-known matrix iterative schemes, as suggested by, e.g. Petryshyn [29], [30]

and Kammerer and Nashed [14].  The other way is to approximate the original equa-

tion (1) by a sequence of equations

(2) Ax = b,

which are possibly easier to handle, and use appropriate error analysis.   The latter ap-

proach is generally more successful.   One of the first theories which studies the rela-

tionship between (1) and (2) was given by Kantorovich [16] and elaborated in the book

by Kantorovich and Akilov [17]. Kantorovich's theory has been developed only for

consistent equations.  In particular, it is concerned with the following problems:
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(i)   Find conditions under which the consistency of (1) implies the consistency

of (2).

(ii)  If both (1) and (2) are consistent, estimate the distance between their solu-

tions.

(iii) Find conditions under which the solutions of a sequence of approximate

equations (2) converge to the solution of the equation (1).

(iv)  Estimate the norm of A in terms of the norm of A and vice versa.

Kantorovich's approximation theory is rather general and, therefore, it is in principle

applicable in many consistent situations, including the study and numerical treatment

of infinite systems of linear equations, integral equations, ordinary differential equa-

tions and boundary value problems.

Various approximation theories have been recently developed and applied to par-

ticular problems by different authors, many of whom use the Kantorovich theory as a

starting point.   For instance, Thomas [38] refines some of Kantorovich's ideas and

applies them to develop an approximation theory for the Nystrbm method of solving

integral equations.  Phillips [31] and Prenter [32] formulate approximation theories

for the collocation method, while Ikebe [13] works with the Galerkin method.  Anse-

lone [1] and Anselone and Moore [2] use the notion of collectively compact operators

to formulate a different error analysis.  Moore and Nashed [22] further developed the

ideas of Anselone and Moore for possibly inconsistent operator equations in Banach

spaces.  They use the notions of generalized inveses of linear operators on Banach spaces

and "best approximate" solutions of linear operator equations.   Furthermore, they get,

in special cases, some results in the perturbation theory of rectangular matrices obtained

earlier by Ben-Israel [6] and Stewart [36].

An approximation theory for general, possibly inconsistent, linear equations in

Hubert spaces has been studied using the classical approach of Kantorovich (rather than

the one of Moore and Nashed) by Zlobec [41].   One of the objectives of this paper is

to continue the latter approach and formulate Kantorovich's theory for general, possibly

inconsistent, linear equations in Banach spaces.   The basic idea is here to establish and

explore a relationship between best approximate solutions of (1) and (2) and then use

this relationship as a source for formulating various specific schemes for calculating the

best approximate solution of (1).

In the iterative computation of the best approximate solutions, as well as in

Kantorovich's theory for singular equations, we will often use the concept of the gener-

alized inverse of an operator.   Some basic results on generalized inverses in Banach

spaces are summarized in Section 2.   In Section 3 an iterative scheme is set up in Ban-

ach spaces for calculating both the best approximate solution and the generalized in-

verse.   This section extends from Hilbert to Banach spaces some results from the book

by Ben-Israel and Greville [9, Chapter 8].   In Section 4, conditions for the consistency

of Ax = v, for every y in a given subspace, are stated in terms of an approximate equa-

tion.   Various error estimates are obtained as special cases.   Kantorovich's theory for

general linear equations is formulated in Section 5.  The results are formulated in such

a way that a comparison with the corresponding results for the nonsingular case from
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[17] is easily made.  The most important results in this section are Theorem 4, which

gives an error estimate, and Theorem 5, which gives conditions for convergence of ap-

proximate schemes.  Using Kantorovich's theory, in Section 6, a Galerkin-type method

for calculating the best approximate solution is stated, and its convergence is established

for a class of operator equations in Banach spaces.

Situations where inconsistent linear operator equations arise are numerous and

they include:   integral equations in the theory of elasticity, potential theory and hy-

dromechanics, e.g. Muskhelishvili [24], the integral formulation of the interior Neu-

mann problem for the Laplacian, e.g. Kammerer and Nashed [14] and Atkinson [4],

the eigenvalue problem in the case of a nonhomogeneous integral equation when the

associated homogeneous equation has a nontrivial solution, e.g. Kammerer and Nashed

[14], and boundary value problems, e.g. Langford [19].   They also appear in the

numerical solution of differential equations, for instance in the collocation method

when the number of collocation points is bigger than the number of coefficients to

be determined, e.g. Krasnosel'skii et al. [18].   If the number of collocation points is

smaller than the number of coefficients, then, if consistent, the approximate equation

(2) has infinitely many solutions; and one may again be interested in calculating the

best approximate solution.   Under- and over-determined initial value problems have

been studied by Lovass-Nagy and Powers [20].   In the finite dimensional case the

under- and over-determined systems appear frequently in statistics, e.g. Rao and Mitra

[33] ; see also Ben-Israel and Greville [9].

2.   Best Approximate Solutions and Generalized Inverses.   In order to formu-

late an iterative method for calculating the best approximate solution and develop

Kantorovich's theory for general, possibly inconsistent, operator equations in Banach

spaces, we employ the following notation and notions in the sequel:

X, Y, X, Y denote real or complex Banach spaces,

l(X, Y) the set of all linear operators from X into Y,

lb(X, Y) the set of all bounded linear operators from X into Y,

l(X) and lb(X) the sets l(X, X) and lb(X, X), respectively.

If A G l(X, Y), then \\A\\ denotes the operator norm of A, i.e. \\A\\ =

sup||X|| = 1||.4jc||.   Further, if S C X, then A\s means A restricted to S.

o(A) is the spectrum of A and

p(A) = supxeatA)\r\\ the spectral radius of A.

For every A G l(X, Y), R(A) = { y G Y: y = Ax for some x G X] is the range

space of A and bl(A) = {x G X: Ax = 0} is the null space of A.   If X and Y axe Ful-

bert spaces, A* is the adjoint of A.   For the above notions and their properties, see

e.g. Taylor [37].   For any two operators A G /( Y) and B € l(X), we denote R{A,B} =

{Z G lb(X, Y): Z = AUB, where UEl(X, Y)}, e.g. Ben-Israel [5].   A linear operator

P G l(X), is called a projection (of X) if P2 = P.   If R(P) = M, then we denote P by

PM and call it the projection of X onto M.   Every projection PM decomposes X into

two algebraic complements M = R(PM) and N = R(7 - PM).  This implies X = M + N,

and we write N = Mc.  If M and N are both closed, then we say that M has a topologi-

cal complement in X and write
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(3) X = M®N.

For an example of decomposition (3), the reader is referred to Nashed's paper [25, p.

327].   Recall that a closed subspace M of X has a topological complement if, and only

if, there exists a continuous projection PM (of X), e.g. Taylor [37, p. 241].   However,

not every closed subspace has a topological complement, as shown by Murray [23] in

1937.

Consider A G lb(X, Y).  We shall assume that there exist continuous projections,

fut A) e 'ftW an(* Pma) e hi^)-  (m particular, such an A must have a closed range.)

fu(A) determines the complement NiA)c = (I - PutA^)X.   Similarly, Pr¡A) determines

the complement R(A)C = (I - PR{A))Y.   Hence, X = hl(A) 0 rl(A)c and Y = R(A) ®

R(AJ.  When A G lb(X, Y) and projections PN(A) G lb(X) and PR(A) G lb(Y) are

given, then the system

(4) A+A=P       .,

(5) AA+=Pk(A),

(6) A+PUA)=A +

always has a unique solution A+ G lb(Y, X), called the generalized inverse of A (rela-

tive to the projections PytA) and -Pr^))-   The operator A+ then establishes a one-to-

one correspondence between R(A) and N(A)C, i.e. A + \K,A^ = i^\  .  .c)~l> e.g. Nashed

[25], Kammerer and Plemmons [15].   For every given b in Y, the vector x* =

A+b is called the best approximate solution of the equation Ax = b (relative to

^N(A) and ^RU))-   The vector A+b is then a unique solution in NiA)c of the pro-

jectional equation Ax = PK(A\b.

Remark 1. The term "best approximate" solution is used by Newman and Odell

[27] under different circumstances. There x is a "best approximate" solution of Ax =

b, where A: X —► Y, b G Y if, for every x G X with x i= x, either

\\Ax - fell < \\Ax - fe||

or

WAx-bW = \\Ax-bW    and    ||x||<||x||.

(This corresponds to the notion of best least squares solution in the case of Hubert

spaces.)  In order to avoid possible ambiguity, we shall refer to the above x as the

"X, Y-hest approximate" solution of the equation Ax - b.  If the norms on X and Y

are strictly convex, then an "X, Y-best approximate" solution exists.   If they are not

strictly convex, then an "X, Y-hest approximate" solution may not exist.   In order to

find 3c, we need the notion of an X-projection (also called a "metric projection" by

Blather, Morris and Wulbert in [11]).   Suppose that S is a subspace of X.  Then the

mapping Es is the X-projection onto S if, for every x G X, Esx solves the minimization

problem min es||x — j>||.   In general, the mapping Es is not linear.   An instance in

which Es is linear is when S and Sc have a basis and the norm in X is a "TK norm"
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with respect to these bases, e.g. Singer [34].  In Hilbert spaces, Es corresponds to the

orthogonal projection Ps.  When the "X, Y-hest approximate" solution 3c exists, then

3c = Bb, where B = (I - FN,A~))A+EKiA^ and A+ is any generalized inverse of A with

respect to some P      c and P^(a)- (Note that B need not be linear.) Thus, we see that

when EHtA^ and ER,A^ axe linear, one may choose P      c = I - En,A^ and P%(A\ -

E%,A ) in which case the "X, y-best approximate" solution x = Bb coincides with the

"best approximate" solution x* = A + b.  (See Example 3 below.)

Suppose that Y (but not necessarily X) is a Hilbert space, A G lbiX, Y), A has

closed range and X = N(A) ® M(A)C.   Then one may choose P^/A) = ER,Ay which is

now the orthogonal projection on R(A), i.e. RiA)c = RiA)1, and write Y = RÍA) ©

R(A)C.  If A+ is the generalized inverse of A with respect to P      c and PríA), the

best approximate solution x* = A  b is the unique least squares solution of Ax = b in

M(A)C, i.e. x* solves the problem

(7) min Mx-feH;

and among all solutions of (7), it is the only one in hl(A)c.  If both X and Y axe Hil-

bert spaces and A G lb(X, Y) has closed range, we may choose PmA) = ^rm) and

P = I - EN(Ay  These are now the orthogonal projections, i.e. N(A)C = R(^4*),

R(A)C = N(A*) and x = Bb = A+b = x* is the best least squares solution of the equa-

tion Ax = b.  This means that x* is the only solution in N(A)C of the minimization

problem (7), and among all solutions of (7) it is the unique one of smallest norm.  For

a detailed discussion of the generalized inverse and best least squares solution in Hilbert

spaces, the reader is referred to the book by Ben-Israel and Greville [9].

3.  An Iterative Method for Calculating the Best Approximate Solution.   In order

to calculate the best approximate solution x* of the operator equation

(1) Ax = b,

where A G lb(X, Y), P      c G lb(X) and PriA) G lb(Y), one can use the following

iterative scheme:

(8) xk+x =xk -BAxk + Bb,      k = 0,l,...,

where

This scheme has been suggested for calculating the best least squares solution in Hilbert

spaces in [41]; see also [9, p. 356].

Theorem 1. Let A G lb(X, Y), b G Y, P        G lb(X), PUA) G lb(Y), and

B &R{P      n,PviA\} be given.   Then the sequence {xk}, generated by (8), con-
NCO        ^   '

verges 'to the best approximate solution x* of Ax = b for all x0 G hl(A)c if

p(PN{A)c-BA)<l.

Proof.   We find that
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xk+x -x* =(I-BA)xk +Bb-x*,   by (8)

= (I-BA)xk +BPnA)b-x*,    since BGR{P^a)C,PR(A)}

= (I - BA)(xk - x* ),    since P R,Ayb = Ax*

= (I- BA)k+ l(x0 - x*),    by iteration

(9) = (P - BA)k+l(x0 - x*),   since x0 and x* axe in N(A)C.
N\A )

But p(P - BA) = lim^. suplid - BA)"W1/n < 1, by the property of p
N\A) N{A )

(e.g. Taylor [37] ) and the assumption.  Therefore, there exists a real number s and a

positive integer n0 such that

||(i> -BA)nWlln <s < 1,    for all n > n0.
N{A )

Hence, ||(P      c - BA)"W < s" —► 0 as n —► °°.  This implies (P      c - BA)n-+0

as « —► °°.  Thus, xk converges to x*, by (9).  D

Remark 2.  Necessary conditions for convergence of xk to x*, for every xQ G

N(A)C, axe p(PN{A)C - BA) < I (not p(PU(A)C - BA) < 1!) and i^ - BA has no

eigenvalue X such that |X| = 1.

Proof.   When xk —► x* for any x0 G h¡(A)c, then

(/»WM)C - BA)k(x0 -x*)^0   as * -> ~

by (9).   Hence, for every x G X,

SUp||(Pi(/j     -fi^rlK».
fc>l MU)0

Now,   by   the   Banach-Steinhaus   theorem, there   exists  M > 0   such   that

W(Pm)C - ßA)k\\ <M,k=l,2,....  But

[p(P       c - BA)]k = p[(P       c- BA)k],   by the spectral mapping theorem
N\A ) NÍ.A )

<W(PN{A)C-BA)kW<M

Therefore, p(P      c - BA) < 1.   In order to prove the second necessary condition, we

observe that for 0 =£ x G X and I X| = 1, such that (P - BA)x = Xx, x G M(A)C
¡r Ir Ñ(-A J

and (P      c - BA)Kx = \Kx ~h 0 as k —+ °° contradicting xk —> jc*, by (9).  D
N(A )

The above remark is demonstrated by the operator A G lb(lx) defined on x =

(x¡) by (Ax)x = 0 and (Ax)¡ = (1 - 2"')*,, / = 2, 3,. ... If N(A)C = R(A), R(A)C =

N(A) and B = 2A, then

^^-^4) = sup {1-1 +22-''-21-2,'|} = 1.
N(A ) t> 2

But for every x G WU)C,

JO,    if i = 1

which impUes convergence.

((/ - BAfx), = ,
'     )(-! + 22-- 21-2')\-,    iff = 2, 3,...,
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Remark 3.  It is a consequence of Remark 2 that Theorem 1 gives not only a

sufficient but also a necessary condition for convergence, if X is finite dimensional.  In

the case of a Hilbert space X and a normal operator T = P      c - BA, one can show

that T"x —► 0 if, and only if, p(T) < 1 and the spectrum of T has no mass on the

unit circle \z\ = 1.  (This follows from the spectral theorem and the Lebesgue domina-

ted convergence theorem.)  Specifying P      c = ^RU*) and B = aA* one now estab-

lishes the following characterization of convergence:   The sequence {xk}, x0 G R(A*),

converges to the best least squares solution of Ax = b if, and only if,

0 < a < 2/WA*A\\

and \\A*A\\ is not an eigenvalue of A*A if a = 2l\\A*A\\. We recall that Petryshyn in

[28] gives only the sufficient condition 0 < a < 2/M*yi||.

Specifying B in (8), one obtains various iterative schemes for computing the best

approximate solution.   In particular, if one splits A = M + N, where H(A) C U(M) and

R(.4) = R(M), chooses M+ with respect to the continuous projections PRiM\ and P      c

such that PRiM) = Pr(a) and N(M)C C MG4)C and specifies B = toM+, co i= 0, then

(8) becomes

(10) xk+, = [(1 - u)I - uM+N] xk + uM+b,      x0 G U(M)C.

Further, for co = 1, (10) becomes

(11) xk+, = -M+Nxk + M+b,      x0 G N(M)C.

If both A and M are invertible, then (10) and (11) become, respectively,

02) xk+x = [(l-u>y-u>M-1N]xk+uM-lb,      xQGX,

and

(13) xk+x=-M~1Nxk+M-1b,      x0<EX.

The scheme (12) has been studied by Petryshyn [29], who calls it the "Extrapolated

Jacobi Method".  The scheme (13) is the well-known Jacobi method.   Other methods

can be obtained by the splitting A = D + S + Q with B = (co_1£> + S)+, œ ^ 0,

where u-'fl + Se L(X, Y) and P      _, = P„Av, N(co_lD + S)c C H(A)C.
R(oj      D + iS) "■*•■" i

Then (8) becomes

xk+ j = (D + coS)+ [(1 - oi)D - u>Q] xk + co(£> + co5)+fe,

(14)
x0GW(co-1ß+5)c.

If both A and D + coS are invertible, the scheme (14) becomes

O5)    *fc+i =(D + uS)~1[(\ -u)D-uQ]xk + u(D + uS)~lb,      x0<=X,

which is known as the "Successive Over-Relaxation Method" (abbreviated SOR method).

Specifying cj = 1 in (15), one obtains

(16) xk+x =-(D + S)-1Qxk+(D+Sr1b.      x0GX,
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which is known as the Gauss-Seidel method. In the case of an « x n invertible matrix

A = (a,-), one frequently specifies

D = M=(au),      i=l,...,n,

S = (a¡¡),      i > j, i = 1 ,...,«,/= 1,...,«- 1, zero otherwise,

Q = A-D-S,

N = A -M

in (12), (13), (15) and (16).  Properties of these schemes for systems with invertible

matrices (and linear operators) have been extensively studied, see, e.g. Varga [39], [40]

and Petryshyn [28], [29].  Scheme (11) for systems with singular matrices has been

studied by Berman and Plemmons [10].

Remark 4.  If in the splitting A = M + N, where U(A) C H(M) and R(A) = R(M),

one also requires that N(A)C C hl(M)c, then the splitting A = M + N with N(A) =

U(M), H(A)C = hl(M)c and R(A) = R(M) is obtained.  The latter, when applied to

matrices, is called a proper splitting, by Berman and Plemmons.  Note that this proper

splitting, in the case of Hilbert spaces and the usual (orthogonal) complements, reduces

to A = M + N, where U(A) = N(M) and RC4) = R(M).  The proper splittings are not

only useful in iterative calculation of the best least squares solution, but they also

play an important role in the Kantorovich approximation theory (see Section 6).

One can slightly modify (8) in order to compute the generalized inverse A+.

Theorem 2. Let A G lb(X, Y), PN(A) G lb(X) and PR(A) G lb( Y). If BE

t^ P.    ,c> Pf>(A )}» tnen tne sequence {Xk }, generated by
ri{A ) *•     t

(17) Xk + X =Xk- BAXk +B,      k = 0, 1, 2, ... ,

converges to A+, the generalized inverse of A relative to Pn¡A) and P%tAy for all X0

<ER{P      r,Pp(A\}ifp(P      r-BA)<l.

Proof.   Here

*fc+i ~A+ =Xk-BAXk +B-A +

= %.)<-^+*Vo-W^+

The rest of the proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.  (Note that the proof

remains valid for X0 G R{P        C,I}.)    D

If (17) is modified as follows:

08) Xk+X =Xk-BXk+B,      k = 0,l,2,...;

and if one chooses

(19) XoZR{PR{A),Pm)],      BGR{PR(A),PRiA)},

then the sequence generated has the property
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^fc+1 ~PR(.A) =iPR(A) ~ B)        iX0~PR(A))>      k = Q>l>2>-

Hence one concludes that whenever p(PRrA\ ~B) < 1, the sequence{Xk}, generated by

(18) and (19), converges to the projection Pr(A)-  If X and Y axe Hilbert spaces and

Pr(A) is the orthogonal projection on R(A), then one can choose

X0=AZXA*    and B = AZ2A*,

where Zx, Z2 G lb(X, X).  In particular, one can specify Zx = I, Z2= ai, where a

is a real parameter with the property P(PRiA) - uAA*) < 1.

The iterative scheme (8) can be used to calculate the best approximate solution

of the equation (1) in abstract spaces.  However, in many situations, it is actually used

to calculate the best approximate solution of an approximate equation (2), which is

frequently a more manageable finite system of linear algebraic equations.   Both cases

will be demonstrated.   First we use scheme (8).

Example 1.   Let us calculate the best least squares solution x* of the inconsis-

tent equation Ax(s) = (I - K)x(s) = b(s), where

Kx(s) = -f (sin s sin % + XA cos s cos %)x(Ç)dt
" J o

and b(s) = s.  The operator K is chosen from [35].  The problem will be solved in

X = Y = L2 [0,7r] using the iterative scheme (8).

We choose B = aA*, where 0 < a < 2 = 2/\\A*A\\. This guarantees here that

PÍPr(A) ~ aAA*) < I, and the scheme (8) is convergent for every choice of x0(s) in

N(A)C = R(A*).   For x0(s) = 0 one finds:

xx(s) = a(s - 2 sin s + 2(cos s)/rr)

= of^s - cïj^sin s + a^cos s,

where a^ = a, c¿2' = 2<x and cry' = 2a/n,

x2(s) = [(1 - a)o*0 + a] s - [(I - a)a0) + 2a] sin s

+   [(1-?)a31)-?a(11)+^]C0SS

= o/j2^ - a22)sin s + a*2) cos s,

where a<2) = (1 - a)^1* + a, a22) - (1 - a)^) + 2a, a(32) = (1 - a/4)a^> -

(3a/7r)a^ + (2/i\)a.  In general, if

xk(s) = a{k)s - a2fe)sin s + a^fc)cos s,

then

xk+xis) = [(1 - a)a(jfc) + a] s - [(1 - a)a(2fc) + 2a] sin s

+ [(1-ï)-P)-T-?)+ï«]«-

= ot[k+lh - a<2fc+1>sin s + a(3fc+1)cos s.
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Since the iterative schemes

a(k+l) _= (1 -á)a\k> +a,

a (fc+i) _ n _
2

(1 -eAer1*1 +2a,

a(*+0 = (1-û\aW_3aa(/0+2a
3 \        4/   3 7T       i rr

axe convergent themselves with the solutions ax = I, a2 = 2 and a, — — 4/7r, respec-

tively, one concludes that

x*(s) = s - 2sin s - 4(cos s)/n

is the best least squares solution.

Using (17) with B defined by

Bx(s) = x(s) - -j   sin s sin $x(Ç)d%,

one can show that Xk converges to A+, which is here

2 r^
yl+xO) = x(s) - -      (sin s sin % - cos s cos £)*(£) cf£.

The best least squares solution of the equation introduced in Example 1 will be

calculated in Example 4 via Kantorovich's approximation theory.  We conclude this sec-

tion by demonstrating how the iterative scheme (8) can be applied to matrices.

Example 2.  Calculate the best least squares solution, using the iterative scheme (8),

of the inconsistent system

xx       +3x3= 1,

xx+x2

xx    x2

= 1.

= 1,

x, + x, = 0.

Here

A =

1

•1

1

0 3\

1 0

1    0
b =

V 0     11/

/1\

1

1

\o

Specifying

one obtains

B = aAT,    where a = 2/trace A*A
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It is easy to verify that for the above choice of B and a, p(P      t - BA) < 1, whenever
V\A   )

rank A > 1. One can start iterating from x° = 0, in which case the following numerical

results are obtained:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

0.2500000

0.2500000

0.2656250

0.2656250

0.2666016

0.2666016

0.2666626

0.2666626

0.2666664

0.2666664

0.2666667

0.0000000

0.0625000

0.0625000

0.0664063

0.0664063

0.0666504

0.0666504

0.0666657

0.0666657

0.0666666

0.0666666

0.2500000

0.3125000

0.3281250

0.3320313

0.3330018

0.3332520

0.3333130

0.3333282

0.3333321

0.3333330

0.3333333

The eleventh approximation xl l gives the best least squares solution correct to six deci-

mal places:

x* = 4/15,   x* = l/15,   x| = l/3.

Example 3.    In this example we apply scheme (8) to solve the problem

min^^l^lx - fell, where X is a two-dimensional Banach space of scalars

x =

If we specify the norm

llx|| = IÈ,l + lÈal+Œtt{lÈil,lîal,lÈi +£2|}

(which is a TK norm with respect to the basis (¿), (°)), thex\ER,A^ is linear and equal to

(¿ °). Thus, in order to solve the problem, we must choose PwA) = ER,Ay Since Ñ(A)C

can be arbitrarily chosen, let it be N(A)C = R(A).  Hence

N(A)C

1    K

0    0

Further, we choose
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(Va     0

B = V*P ,À,cPf>(A) =

The sequence

"■'0   "•■iö-
converging to x* = V4(¿) is obtained.

4.  Condition for the Consistency of the Exact Equation. One of the most use-

ful results in the formulation of the classical Kantorovich theory is a lemma which gives

a condition for the consistency of the exact equation (1), e.g. [17, p. 543].   This lem-

ma will now be extended so that it also applies to singular equations.

Lemma 1.   Let V G lb(X, Y), E a closed subspace of X and F any subspace of

Y containing V(E). If there exists, for every y G F, an x G E such that

(20) \\Vx-y\\<q\\y\\    and    ||x|| < a||^||,

where q < 1 and a are constants, then the equation

(21) Vx=y

has, for every y G F, a solution x G E satisfying

(22) llxll < a\\yW/(l - q).

Proof.   Similarly to the proof in [17], we will construct an exact solution of (21)

by recursion.  Take an arbitrary y G F.  Set yx = y.   By hypothesis, an xx G E exists

such that

(23) WVx1-y1\\<q\\y1\\,      IIJcJI <a||^1||.

Denote

(24) y2=yx-Vxx.

Clearly y2 G F, since yx G F and F is a subspace containing V(E).  We now apply the

condition (20) to y2.  This implies the existence of 3c2 G E such that

WVx2-y2\\<qWy2\\=q\\yx -VxA\,   by (24)

<<72II^1II,   by (23).

Also, ||ic2|| < all^jH < aqilj'jll.  Continuing this process, sequences {^fc} and {xk} axe

obtained such that

(25) yk+1 =yk-Vxk,      k=l,2,...,

and

(26> II yk\\ < qk~l IIJ, II,      IM < o¡ífc_I II y i II-

and 0.
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By iteration, (24) and (25) give

(27) yk+x =yx - V(xx + x2 + ••• + xk),      k=l,2,_

Using the second inequality in (26), and recalling that yx = y, one obtains

Z   xk
fe=i

< E \\xk\\<* Z qk~l\\y\\.
k=l fc=l

00 A     o»
Since q < 1, the series Zk=xxk is convergent.   Hence jc = 2fc=1 xk belongs to E,

since E is a closed subspace.   Furthermore,

M < a ¿   í?k-1ll>'ll=-rT-|l>'ll.
k=l ^

So taking limits in (27) gives

lim yk =   lim (yx - V(xx + x2 + • • • + 3cfc))
fc-x» k-*<*>

= yx - Vx,   by the continuity of V.

Also, since q < I, we see from (26) that lim^.^^ yk = 0.  Thus Vx = y.   We have

shown that x G E is a solution of (21) and it satisfies (22).  D

Note that part of the conclusion of Lemma 1 is actually that F = V(E).  Lemma

1 has been proved in [17] in the special case when E = X and F = Y.  The above re-

sult will be used in the next section in the approximation theory.   However, Lemma 1

is of an independent interest; and in the remainder of this section we will show how,

using the lemma, one can establish some new and some well-known estimates related to

the equation (1).

Proposition 1. Let M G lb(X, Y) and let M(M) and R(M) have topological

complements.  Denote by M+ the generalized inverse of M with respect to these topo-

logical complements.   Consider

(28) A = M + N

such that A G lb(X, Y) and \\ Aflf+U <l. If

(29) R(A0 C R(M),

then the equation

(30) Ax = y

has, for every y G R(M), a solution x* G bl(M)c. Also,

(3D ||x*ll<      l|M+l'     \\y\\
1 -HAM+II

and RiA) = R(M). In addition to the above assumptions, if

(32) N(M)C nN(A)= {0},

then
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Pí+ll
(33) IL4+IK—-—,

where A+ denotes the generalized inverse of A with respect to P = P and
N(A) N(M)

PR(A) = PR(MY

Proof.   We will show that the assumptions of Lemma 1 are satisfied with V = A,

E = hl(M)c, F = R(M), q = \\NM+\\ and a = ||M+||.  Choose an arbitrary y G R(M)

and let x = M+y.   Then

WAx-yW = KM + N)i-y\\

= \\(M + N)x - MM+yW,   since y G R(M)

^WNM+WWyW,

and HJcll = WM+yW < \\M + \\ \\)'\\.  Thus (20) holds.   Now we apply Lemma 1 to the

equation (30) to conclude that for every y G R(M), the equation Ax = y has a solution

x* G U(M)C satisfying (31).  This implies that

(34) R(M) C R(A).

However,

(35) R(A) C R(M),    by (28) and (29).

Now (34) and (35) imply

(36) R(A) = R(M).

Since N(M)C is isomorphic to R(M) via M, it is also isomorphic via A, by (36) and the

assumption (32).  Thus, one can choose M(A)C = N(Af)c.  This determines^"1" with re-

spect to the topological complements W(M)C and R(M).   Now, since x* G N(A)C =

h¡iM)c, we have x* = A+y, and (33) follows from (31).   D

Corollary 1.   Let H G lb(X) with \\H\\ < 1 andPG lb(X) such that P2 = P.

If R(H) C R(P), then the equation (P + H)x = y has a solution x* G R(P) for each

y G R(P). Also Wx*\\ < 11^11/(1 - ll/YII), R(P + H) = R(P) and ||(P + H)+\\ <

1/(1 - \\HW), where (P + H)+ denotes the generalized inverse with respect to P

= PandPR{p+H)=P.

Proof.   We will show that the hypotheses of Proposition 1 are satisfied with M =

PaxidN = H.   Clearly, P G lb(X) has topological complements H(P)C = R(P) and

R(P)C = N(P). So i>+ (= P) is the generalized inverse of P with respect to these

complements.    Also, P + H G lb(X), since ||//|| < 1.    Take an arbitrary;' G R(P).

Then 3c = P+y (see the proof of Proposition 1, where M = P) is equal to y, i.e. x = y,

since P = P+.  Therefore, the assumption ||i7P+|| < 1, in Proposition 1, can be re-

placed by H/VU < 1.   Also, the assumption (32), which reads here

(37) M(P)C n hl(P + H) = {0}

is satisfied.   If (37) were not true, there would exist an x =£ 0 such that both

x G rl(P)c = R(P)    and    x G hl(P + H).
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Hence (P + H)x = x + Hx = 0, which contradicts the assumption \\H\\ < 1.   D

Corollary 2 (Ben-Israel [6]).   Let H be an n x n real matrix, ||/Y|| < 1 and

Lbea subspace of Rm such that R(H) C L.   Then

W(PL -r/7)+ll<l/(l-|l#ll).

Proof.   Specify P = PL in Corollary 1.  D

Corollary 3 (Kantorovich and Akilov [17, p. 172]). Let M G lb(X) and

suppose that M~1 G lb(X) exists. IfNG lb(X) and WNM~11|< 1, then (M + N)~l

exists and

W(M + N)-11|< IIAf"11|/(1 - II AW"11|).

Proof.  Apply Proposition 1 to the case when X = Y and M~l exists.  D

When M = I, Corollary 3 becomes the classical result of Banach, e.g. [17].  D

5.  Kantorovich's Theory for Singular Equations.  Let X and Y be closed subspaces

of the Banach spaces X and Y, respectively.   Further, let X and Y he isomorphic via

mappings J0 and H0 to the Banach spaces X and Y, respectively.  Suppose also that /

and H axe linear extensions of /0 and H0 to all of X and Y, respectively.  Such exten-

sions always exist, for we may take / = J0Px and H = HQPf.  In many practical situ-

ations, X and Y axe chosen to be finite dimensional.

Consider the following two equations'.

(1) Ax = b,

where A: X -* Y, b G y, and

(2) Äx = fe,

where A: X —► Y, b G Y.  We shall refer to (1) as the "exact" equation and to (2) as

its "approximate" equation.  We assume that A G lb(X, Y),A G lb(X, Y) and that the

following decompositions are possible:

X = M(A) ® N(A)C,      X=N(A)(B N(A f,

Y = R(A) ® R(A)C,      Y= R(A) 0 R(A)C.

The symbol © is here used to indicate that all eight complements are necessarily closed.

Denote by A+ G lb(Y, X) the generalized inverse of A relative to the continuous pro-

jections Pn(a) and pr(a)> and by^4+ G lb(Y, X) the generalized inverse oM relative to

the continuous projections P^tA) and PR,A y  Let us denote by x* = A+b and 3c* =

A+b, the best approximate solutions of the equations (1) and (2), respectively.

In the sequel we will state results relating the exact and approximate equations

when some or all of the following conditions are satisfied:

(I) The operator A is represented as A = M + N, where M is bounded and X =

N(M) ® U(M)C, hl(A)c C N(M)C and Y = R(M) 0 R(M)C.  (In this situation M+ de-

notes the generalized inverse of M, relative to the continuous projections P       c and

^R(A/)-)

(II) J0 maps rl(Mf nXinto h¡(A)c CX.
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(III) H has the property Ä+b =Ä+HPR,A)b.

(IV) ||Z/03c - HAx\\ < e||x|| for some constant e > 0 and all x G U(M)C n X

(V) For every x G N(A)C there is a « G M(Ai)c n X such that ||Aft/ - PR(MyNx\\

< 77,||x|| for some constant r¡x > 0.

(VI) There exists a vector v G W(M)C n X such that ||Aíu - P^iM)Pti.(A)b\\ <

T72llPR(^)*ll for some constant r\2 > 0.

Theorem 3.  (Conditions for the solvability of the approximate equation.) Let

the conditions (I), (IV) and (V) be satisfied.  In addition, suppose that

(A) M+: Y—*X,

(B) H(J1HR(A)CR(A),

(C) J(N(M)C) is closed and

(D) R(A)CHR(A).

If

(38) q = [e(l + r,xWM+W) + ViWHA\\WM+W)WA+HrJlW < 1,

f/ie« r/ie equation

(39) ^*- = /YPRU)fe

/las « solution 3c* G J(N(M)C) for every fe G K  Furthermore

(40) ||3c*|l<<*||/ff>RU)fe||/(l-<7),

w/iere

(41) a = ||/0||(l +ij1||Af+||)IH+ffo1ll-

Proof.   It is sufficient to show that the conditions (20) of Lemma 1 are satisfied

for the equation (39) with E = J(hl(M)c), F = HR(A), V = Ä,y= HPR(A)b and a and

q as in (38) and (41).   First, consider the equation Ax = HQlHPR,Ayb and its solution

x0 = A+H^lHPRIA)b.  Denote z = Mx0 - H-lHPR{A)b.  Since x0 G H(A)C and

N(A)C C N(M)C, by condition (I), we find that

(42) x0 = M+z + M+HñlHPRÍA)b

and also

(43) Ax0=H^HPR{A)b

by definition of x0 and condition (B).  Therefore, z = Mx0 - Ax0 = - Nx0, since

A = M + N.

Now, for x = - x0, condition (V) implies that there exists u G N(AÍ)C H X such

that

(44) WMu - PR(M)N(- x0)\\ = WMu - PR(M)z\\ < t?, ||x0||

for some t?, > 0. Denote x = u + M+H(J1HPR{A yb. Note that x G M(M)C n X, by

conditions (V) and (A). We will now show that J0x is the required element 3c of E in

Lemma 1.   First,
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WÀJqX - HPUA)b\\ = WÄJQx-HH-lHPRiA)b\\

= \\AJ0x -HAx0W,   by condition (B) and definition of x0

< WAJ0x - HAx\\ + \\HAx -HAx0\\,    by the triangular inequality

< ellxH + HÄ4IIH* - jc0||,   by condition (IV).

Since

\\x-x0\\ = Wu+M+H^lHPR{A)b -M+z-M+H^HPRiA)bW,

by definition of 3c and x0

= ||« -M+z\\ = \\M+Mu - M+PR,M)z\\

(45) <t?IIIW+llll*0ll,    by (44)

< r,xWM+\\ ||J4+JrY¿-1|| ||#PRU)fe||,   by definition of x0   and

Hx||<llx0||+||x-x0||

<(1 +r?1||A/+||)||x0||,    by (45)

< (1 + VxWM+W)WA+H(J1WWHPR(A)bW,

the above inequality gives

\\ÄJQx~HPR{A)bW < [e(l +r}xWM+W)\\A+H¿1W

+ r1i\\HA\\WM+WWA+Hr;lW}WHPRtA)b\\

(46) =qWHPRiA)bW,

where q is the constant defined by (38).   Also

(47) IIVII < ||/0|| «x || < a||/YPRM)fe||,

where a is defined by (41).   The inequalities (46) and (47) correspond to the assump-

tions (20) of Lemma 1 with V = A, x = JQx and y = HPR,Ayb.  Conditions (C) and (D)

guarantee that E = J(H(M)C ) be a closed   subspace of X and F = HR(A) be a subspace

of Y containing V(E) = A(J(M(M)C)).  All conditions of Lemma 1 are now satisfied, and

the conclusions of Theorem 3 follow.   D

Corollary 4.   Let A G lb(X, Y) and suppose that the conditions (I), (IV), (V),

(A), (B), (C) and (D) are satisfied.  If q < 1 and A satisfies the condition

(E) J(N(M)C) C W(I)C

then

WÄ+\\<aWPR(A)W/H-q),

where q and a are as in Theorem 3.

Proof.   We need to show that

M+y\\ < y-T^ IIPR(Ä)HlÜHl,    for every y G Y.
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Let 3c* denote the solution in J(N(M)C) of the equation Ax = PR(Ä)y-   Such an x*

exists, by Theorem 3.   In fact, by condition (E), 3c* =A+y, i.e. 3c* is a unique best

approximate solution in M(A)C of the equation,43c" = y.   But PR,A^y =HPR,Ayh for

some fe G Y, by condition (D). So 3c* is also a solution of the equation ,43c = HPR,Ayb

and it satisfies

\\x*\\<y—\\HpnA)b\\>    °y (40).

Therefore,

WÄ+yW<^WHPR{A)bW=^WPRCA)y\\

If X = Y, X = Y = X = Y, M = I and A'1 exists then the conditions (A), (B),

(C), (D), and (I) are trivially satisfied, while (IV), (V) and (VI) reduce to

(IV')  WAX- HAxW < e||jc1| for some constant e > 0 and all x EX.

(V')  For every x G X there is a u G X such that ||« - NxW < r¡x ||x|| for some

constant tj, > 0.

(VI1)  There exists a vector v EX such that ||u - fe|| < i72||fe|| for some constant

n2>o.

In the nonsingular case, Theorem 3 reduces to the following result of Kantorovich

and Akilov [17, p. 545].

Corollary 5. Let A G lb(X) have an inverse and let the conditions (IV') and

(V') be satisfied.  If

q= [e(l +T?1)+r?1||7£4||]M-1||<l,

then the equation Ax = b has a solution 3c* EX for every b EX.  Also

Wx*\\<aWbW/(l ~q),

where a = (I + r)x)WA-1W■

An estimate for the norm of the generalized inverse A+ was obtained using Theo-

rem 3.   In the nonsingular case, Corollary 4 gives the following result of Kantorovich

and Akilov [17, p. 546].

Corollary 6.   Let the hypotheses and the notation of Corollary 5 hold and let

A satisfy the condition:

(E')  "The existence of a solution of the equation Ax = b for every fe EX implies

its uniqueness".

Then

WÄ-lW<W(l-q).

Proof.   Condition (E') and Corollary 5 imply the existence of A~l.  The result

now follows from Corollary 4, since the conditions (D) and (E) are satisfied when^l-1

and A~l exist.   D
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The following theorem estimates the distance between the best approximate solu-

tion 3c* of the approximate equation and the best approximate solution x* of the exact

equation.

Theorem 4.   (Estimate of the distance between best approximate solutions.)

Consider the equation Ax = b and its approximate equation Ax = fe.  // the condition

(I)-(VT) are satisfied, then

(48) \\x*-J¿lx*\\<p\\x%

where

(49) p = e(l + e)«./^ W+ll + c(l + WJ^A+HAW)

and

(50) c = min{l,(T?1+ r?2|M||)||M+||}.

Proof.   First we show that x* can be approximated by an 3c G H(M)C n X to the

order of r)x + r\2.  We know, by conditions (V) and (VI), that there exist u and v in

M(ADC n X such that

(51) WMu-PRiM)Nx*W<7ixWx*W

and

(52) \\Mv-PnmPR(A)bW<r,2WPRU)bW.

Denote x = M+(Mv - Mu).  Clearly, x G M(M)C n X.   We now show that x* can be

approximated by x to the order of r¡x + t?2.

||jc* - Sell = ||M+Mx* - x||,   by condition (I)

= \\-M+Nx* +M+(M + N)x*-M+(Mv-Mu)W,

by definition of x

= \\-M+Nx* + M+PRiAyb -M+(Mv -Mu)W,

since A = M + N and Ax* = PRrAyb

< ||M+||(||Mw - PR{M)Nx*\\ + WMv -PR(MyPRiA)bW),

since M+ = M+PR,M^

< IIM+IKtjJIx*!! + T?2||PRU)fe||),    by (51) and (52)

<IW+ll(r?1 + rî2|U||)||x*||,   since \\PUA)b\\ = WAx*\\ < \\A\\\\x*\\.

Hence, we conclude that there exists an x E H(M)C n X such that

(53) ||x*-x||<c||x*||,

where c = min{l, (r¡x + r¡2WAW)WM+W}- (Note that c < 1, since we can always choose

x = 0 in (53).)
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Let us now prove (48).   Denote 3c0 =A+HAx.  Then

(54) ||x* -/¿-1JE*|| < ||x* -x || + ||T -Jôlx0\\ + WJö% -J¿xx%

The first term on the right-hand side ||x* - x || is estimated by (53).  The two remain-

ing terms will now be estimated.  First

x ~Jq1x0 =x - JqXA+HAx,    by definition of 3c0

= Jq ' iJo -Â+HA)x,     since x E X

= J-lÄ+iÄJ0 -HA)x,

since A+AJ0x = P   - cJ0x = J0x, by condition (II).

Hence,

Wx-Jô%\\ < H/Ö^+Il WiÄJ0 -HA)x}\

< e\\J^lÄ+WWx\\,   by condition (IV)

< ell/ö^+IKII**!! + llx* - 3c||),    by the triangle inequality

<e(l +c)||/ö1I+||||x*||,   by (53).

The third term is estimated as follows:

H-/o1Xo -Iö1x*\\ = WJQliÄ+HÄx-Ä+Äx*)W,   by definition of 3c0

= WJö1iÄ+HAx-Ä+PR(A)b)W

= WJöliÄ+HAx-Ä+HPRiA)b)W,  by Condition (III)

< \\J^lÄ+HA\\ 1137- x*||,    since PR,A)b = Ax*

<cVU¿1X+HAMxH,    by (53).

After substituting the above estimates into (54), the conclusion follows.  D

Remark 5.  It may happen that we could approximate x* by some 3c G W(Af)c H

X directly.  Then we no longer need the conditions (V) and (VI), and we can set c =

min{l,||x* -3c ||} in (49).

Remark 6.   If p < 1, we can write the estimate (48) as follows

iix*-v**ii<piiV**ii/o-p)-

This is true, since

||x* -Jôlx*\\ <p\\x*\\ <piWJ^1x*\\ + Wx* - V**!!)•

Remark 7. If X and Y are Hubert spaces and W(/4)c = RC4*), RiÁf = NÍA*),

then Theorem 4 reduces to a result obtained by Zlobec in [41]. However, the Hubert

space version of Theorem 4 is proved there under slightly different assumptions.

Remark 8.   It may happen that one cannot satisfy condition (III) but that a con-

stant t?3 such that

\\Ä+b-Ä+HPR(Ayb\\<n2Wx*\\
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is found.  In this case the constant p in (48) is different.  Now

HV*o -Jö1x*\\<(c\\J^1Ä+HA\\ 4-TJ3II/0"111)11**11.

and hence

p = [e(l + c)WÄ+W + t,3]ll V" + cil + ||/Ö^+Ä4II).

In the nonsingular case, we get the following result from [17, p. 547].  (Recall

that in our setting x* G N(A)C.  Also, as in [17], we specify fe = Hb.)

Corollary 7.   Let the conditions (IV'), (V') and (VI') fee satisfied and let A~l

and A-1 exist.   Then

Wx*-x*\\<pWx*W,

where x* is the solution of the exact equation (I), x* is the solution of the approxi-

mate equation (2) and

p « 2e\\Ä-lW + (Vi + t?2MII)(1 + WA-'HAW).

Proof.   Specify M = I, X=Y and X=Y = X=Y in Theorem 4.  D

Our next result gives conditions for convergence of approximation schemes.   Sup-

pose that the exact equation Ax = fe is approximated by a sequence of equations .4„x

= bn,n = 1,2, ... , rather than by a single equation.   This determines a sequence of

the spaces Xn, Yn,Xn, Yn, the operators An, (J0)n, (H0)n, J„, H„ and the constants

en> ivOn' (^2)«' cn> <?„> <*„> Pn> n = 1,2,....  For the sake of notational simplicity

these indices will generally be omitted in the sequel.  The following theorem gives con-

ditions for the convergence of the sequence 3c*, the best approximate solution of ^4„3cn

= bn,n = 1,2, ..., to x*, the best approximate solution of the exact equation.

Theorem 5. (Convergence of the best approximate solutions.) Consider the equa-

tion Ax = b and a sequence of approximate equations Ax = fe.  Suppose that for each

«=1,2,... the conditions:

(i)  (I)-(VI) and (A), (B), (C), (D) and (E),

(ii)  sup„||/0|| < », supJ/7-Ml < °° and sup„||PR(;i)|| < -,

(iii) lim^ellJ^II = 0, lim„_ ^WtfWWW = 0, lim„_ v2WJç}1WWm = 0
are satisfied.   Then lim„_>00 tj1 = 0, lim,,^.^ 17 2 = 0 and the sequence of best approxi-

mate solutions of Ax = b converges to the best approximate solution x* of Ax = fe, i.e.

lim llx*-/-^*!! =0.

More precisely,

llx'-V**!!

< [ecjVll +Tfi(ca +c3HVllllff||) +t?2(c4 +c5||Vllll/Y||)]l|x*||,

where cx to c5 are some constants independent of the index n.

Proof.   Since H^1 = I, it follows that ll/f^'llll^oll > L « = 1, 2,_Hence

(55) inf ||/V0|| > 0
n
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using the second assumption in (ii).  Similarly, one concludes that

(56) inf||Vll>0
7 n

using the first assumption in (ii).   Also \\H\\ > ||/70H, since HQ = H\%-  Therefore,

by (55),

(57) inf \\H\\ > 0.
n

From (56), (57) and condition (iii), we conclude that, in particular,

(ro\ lim  e = 0,    lim  r)x = 0,    lim r\2 = 0,    lim r\x\\H\\ = 0.

Recall the constant q introduced in Theorem 3:

q= [e(l +T?il|M+||) + T?1||/i4||||ili+||]m+/I-0"1ll-

For sufficiently large n, using (58), one has q<Vi and for such values of n Theorem 3

is applicable.  But we can also apply Corollary 4 to obtain

IW + ||<a||/>R(J)ll/(l-í)<2a||PR(í )"•

Since a = ||/0||(1 + T71||Jli+||)||.4+/Y0 'il, one concludes, using the third assumption in

(ii), that B/4+|| is bounded independently of the index n, i.e.

(59) sup |H+ 11 =s<°°.
n

The desired estimate now follows for sufficinetly large n:

Wx* -J^x*\\ < ^ell/oMllñ+ll + fa, + r?2||^||)(l + WJ^A~+HAW)WM+W\Wx*W,

by (49) and (50)

< [ecJIZ-'ll + t?,(c2 + CjllVlllltfll) + T72(c4 + cs|lV IIll#ll)] l|x*B,

where c, = 2s, c2 = ||M+||, c3 = s\\A\\ ||M+||, c4 = ||^||||M+||, c5 = í||í4||2||^+||,

and s is defined by (59). The right-hand side in the above inequality tends to zero

when n —► °°, by (iii) and (58).    D

A corresponding result in the nonsingular case is given in [17, p. 549] as follows.

Corollary 8.   Consider the equation Ax = b and a sequence of approximate

equations Ax = fe.  Assume that A^1 exists and that A satisfies condition (E') for each

«=1,2,....  Assume further that for each «=1,2,...  the conditions (IV'),

(V'), (VI') are satisfied, and that

lim  e = 0,    lim  r>xWHW = 0   and    lim  r/,||//|| = 0.

Then the approximate equations are consistent for sufficiently large « and the sequence

of approximate solutions converges to the exact solution x* of Ax = b, i.e.

lim ||jc* - 3c*|| = 0.
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More precisely,

||x* - 3c*|| < [ec, + t?,(c2 + c3\\HW) + t?2(c4 + cs||JÏ||)] ||x*||,

where cx to c5 are some constants independent of the index n.

Proof.   Set X = Y, X = Y = X = Y and M = I in Theorem 3.  Then J0 = H0 =

I and \\H\\ = \\J\\ > 1.   Furthermore, from Corollary 3, we see that RC4) = X.  So

condition (E) is satisfied and IIPr(^)II — 1.  Conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 5 hold and

the result follows.   D

Remark 9.   Constants e, r¡x, r¡2 and cx to c5 in Theorem 5 reduce, in the non-

singular case, to the corresponding constants in Corollary 8.

Let us recall that Corollary 4 gave us an estimate for \\A + || in terms of \\A + \\ via

constants a and q.  Our last result gives us the reverse estimate.

Theorem 6.  (Estimate for the norm of the generalized inverse.) Let A E

lb(X, Y) and! G lb(X, Y). If the conditions (I)-(V) are satisfied and

r= [e(l +T?1||M+||)||/ô1|||n"+|| -r-^IIM+IKl + WJ^A+HAW)] < h

then

IL4+H < (1 -r)~l [WJ^A+HW + WM+W(l + ell^Mllli+ll + WJô'A+HAW)].

Proof.   Take x E X, x £ N(A).  Thenx*=P      cx is clearly the best approxi-

mate solution of the equation

(60) Ax=Ax.

r**t

By condition (V), there exists a u E H(M)C n X such that

(61) WMu-Pr(m)N(-Pn(a)Cx)W<ViWPñ(a)CxW.

Now

Wx*-uW = WPii(A)Cx -u\\

= WM+MP      ,x-M+Mu\\,   by condition (I)

<(l|M>w)'i+Nr»urm + »^(«^»m,^ +Mull)IIM+l1

<{*+»!2:ji)V**rAíM*í    bym
\ NU)C      /

Apply Remark 5 to the exact equation (60) and its approximate equation ^4x = HAx,

with

c = min{l, HJIf+IKu, + IM3c||/||Pw(^)Cx||)}   in (49).

Then
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||x* -V**ll = WpH{A)cx-JöXA+HAx\\

<<e 1 + IIM+IIL +
W*11

\JñlWWA+W

+ii*4+^y<l+llV3 +M>)»W

by (48) and (49)

(62) < [e(l + Tj^lM+IDH/öMlln+ll + lîJJf+IKl + H/ô1^+/i4||)ÏIPNU)Cx||

+ IIAf+IKl + e||/-1||||l+|| + ||/ô1i+A4||)||/13c||.

Now

IIP     ,c3è|| < IIP ia .Si -J^lÂ+HAx\\ + HZ-^+ZYHIIylxll,
N(A)C NU)

by the triangle inequality

<r||P      „3c||

+ [VU¿lX+m + WM+W(l + eWJô'WWÂ+W + ||/- lÂ+HAW)] WAxW,

by (62) and the definition of r.

Hence

1 - r
WAx\\ >-=-||p        j(||

llV¿+ff|| + H^+ll(l + e\\J^WWA + \\ + \\JôlA+HAW)     Ñ(A)

wheref denotes the coefficient of ||P       _¿c||.   Take an arbitrary 0 # y G R04).   Then
N(A)C

there exists an 3c G X, x Ê H(A) such that v = Ax.   Hence A y = P       „3c.   Further-WU)e

more, by the above inequality,

MVll = IIP (i.cx\\ < f-'ll^H = t~l\\yW,
N \A )

which gives the desired estimate for A + .  Note that here t > 0, since r < 1.  If y = 0,

the above inequality is trivially satisfied.   D

Remark 10.  If A G lb(X) and in addition X = Y, X = Y =X = Y, then the above

result reduces to the bound for a left inverse of A given in [17, p. 550].

6.   Galerkin's Method for Best Approximate Solutions.   In this section we will use

Kantorovich's theory to prove that a Galerkin type method, when applied to a certain

kind of, possibly inconsistent,  operator equation, produces  the best approximate solu-

tion.   This solution is obtained as the limit of a sequence of best approximate solutions

of, possibly inconsistent, systems of linear algebraic equations.  In the case of Hubert

space, another method is suggested by Nashed [26].   Unlike our approach he finds the

best least squares solution by applying Galerkin's method, with a suitably chosen basis,
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to the consistent equations A*Ax = A*b and Ax = PRtA)b, rather than to Ax = fe.

Consider an equation Ax = b in a separable Banach space X, where A E lb(X) and

b E X, not necessarily fe G R(A), are given.  We assume that A = I + N, where N is

compact (which implies that (4(A) is finite dimensional) and R(A) is closed.   Further

we assume that R(A) = M(A)C.  Denote by {¡p¡: i = I, . . . , m} a basis of N(A), m =

dim N(A), and by {\p¡: i = 1,2, . . .} a basis of R(A).  It is assumed that R(.4) has a

countable basis.  Then every x EX can be written as

m o«

x = X ct(x)^ + X d,(x)^,
i= 1 i= 1

where c¡(x), i = 1, . . . , m, and d¡(x), i = 1, 2, . . . , are some coefficients which de-

pend on x.  The above situation occurs, for instance, in X = C[0, 1] with A a Fred-

holm integral operator of the second kind with a continuous and symmetric kernel.

The best approximate solution of such an equation can be calculated by Galerkin's

method as follows:   For sufficiently large « solve the system of« linear algebraic equa-

tions in « unknowns.

(63) ¿ dtÇA^K, = d¡(b),      i=l,...,n.
/=!

We will show that, for sufficiently large «, the system (63) is consistent, and that the

sequence of solutions 3c = ({■•) converges to the best approximate solution of Ax = fe,

with respect to P       c = PK(A) an(* PR(A)' wrien n —* °°-  (Note that in this situation

both A and A+ leave R(A) invariant.) In order to prove the consistency of (63), for large

«, we will use a result from Krasnosel'skiï et al.   [18, p. 212] which is stated here as

the following lemma.

Lemma 2.   Let T E lb(X) be compact and let {P„: n = I, 2, . . . } be a sequence

of projections in lb(X), where X is a Banach space.  IfPn —*■ I strongly, i.e., for every

xEX,

\\P„x - x\\ —* 0   as « —► °°,

then ||(/ - P„)P|| —»• 0 as n —► °°.

In our situation we specify

Y = X,    Y = X=svan{ipx,. . . , ^„}   and   Py = Px'

which is defined by

(' m °° \ n

Z <-«(*M + Z <*,(*)*, = Z <*,(*)*,-
1=1 1=1 /     1=1

Further, / and H axe defined by

Jx = Hx

while

J0=H0=J\x,    b=Hb    and   Ä = HAJ^
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Note that P% = H^ lH and X = Y is the space of all «-tuples.  The norm in X and ? is

defined by
k

(64) llxll = ||/x|| =      sup       £ diix^i
fc=l.n    1=1

We will first show that the system (63) is consistent for large « and then that all con-

ditions of Theorem 5 are satisfied.

Matrix A = (a¡j), a~i; = d^Atyj), i,j=l,...,n, has the inverse if, and only if,

Px-A\x nas the inverse. By Lemma 2, where X = R(A), I = I\R(a)> Pn = Px\r'A) anc*

t,=mt(A),

IK'Iru) -^Iru)Wru)II = Uipx-t)pR(A)MR(A)U-+0

as « —► °°.  Since (>4|R/^\)_1 is bounded (by the assumptions on A), this further im-

plies that

WVx - t)PKU )N\ R(A)W \\(A I R(A ))"l ||< 1

for sufficiently large «.  Now, by specifying X = Y = RC4),

M = ¿IR04)    and   N=(P^-I)PRiA)N]RrA)

in Proposition 1, we conclude that M + N is invertible, which is here

A\uA)+iPx--t)pnA)N\R{A)=I\R,A)+PzN\nA)

= P^f .4|~    when restricted to X.

Therefore, A is invertible, which implies that the system (63) is consistent for large n.

Let us now show that all assumptions of Theorem 5 are satisfied for sufficiently

large «.

Condition I.   Since M = I, this condition is obviously satisfied.

Condition II.  We know that A is invertible, so this condition, for large n, reduces

to J0 : X —► X, which is always satisfied.

Condition III.   Since A is invertible, the condition becomes fe = HPR,Ayb, which

is satisfied by our construction of H and fe.

Condition IV.  One can specify e = 0, because A = HAJq 1.

Condition V.   For an arbitrary x E NiA)c, take u = PgNx.   Then

^Mu - PR(M)NxW = ll(Px - PRU))ATx||,   since M = I and N(4)c = R(A)

<m-p«A))WRU)\\ ii*»-

So, one can specify rjx = ||(Pj - PR(A))N\R,A)W.

Condition VI.  Take v = PxpZ(A)b-  T*^11

"Mv -PUM)PUA)bW = \HPx-PHA))PR(A)b\l

Therefore, one can choose

RM)1
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If PRtA)b = 0, then set r\2 = 0.

Condition A.  Since M = I and X = Y, the condition is satisfied.

Condition B. By our construction of H and H0, H^ 1H = P%. Since X C R(A),

one concludes that H^ 1HRiA) C R(A).

Condition C. J(H(Mf) = X, which is closed.

Condition D.  Since R(4) = X, this condition is satisfied by the construction of//.

Condition E.  For large «,.4 is invertible and M(A)C = X, so the condition is

satisfied.

In order to prove conditions (ii) of Theorem 5 we proceed as follows: Define a

linear mapping T from RiA) into the space of sequences Tx = (d¡(x)), i = 1,2, ... ,

such that 2JL x d¿ix)\p¡ is an element in RG4). It is shown in [21, p. 135] that T is a

linear bijection and that T is bounded and has the bounded inverse P_1 , if the norm

in the sequence space is defined by

(65) || 7x|| = sup
k

Z *,(*)*,i=i

Since ||/0x|| < II Px|| for every x G X C R(A), where the norms are taken as in (64) and

(65), respectively, one concludes that ||/0|| < ||P|| < °°, regardless of«.  Hence

sup„||/0|| < °°.  Space X is homeomorphic with the subspace of the above sequence

space consisting of all sequences with zero components from (« + l)st on.  Therefore,

H^x = T~lx for all 3c EX.  Hence, \\H^l\\ = IIP-11;?II < IIP-1 IK ~, regardless of

«; and one concludes that supJIZ/J"1!! < °°.  Since A is invertible for large «, P^tA) =

/; and thus, sup„||PR(^)|| < °°.

Finally, the conditions (iii) are satisfied, since e = 0, r¡x —► 0 and t?2 —► 0 as

« —► °°, by Lemma 2, while J0 = H0; and thus sup„||/q'|l = sup„||//¿"x|| < °°, and

WHxW < II 7x|| for every x G R(A), Hx = 0 for x G R04)c, by the construction of Hand

T, which implies supn||//|| < ||P|| < °°, regardless of«.

All the conditions of Theorem 5 are satisfied; and one concludes that

limn_J|x* -^rj1^*!! — 0, where x* is the best approximate solution of ^4x = fe; and

x* is the exact solution (for large «) of the approximate equation (63).

The best approximate solution of Ax = fe can also be calculated by solving systems

of linear algebraic equations (63) in the case of a proper splitting A =M + Nif,in

addition to the proper splitting, M+: X —>X for sufficiently large «. All the conditions

of Theorem 5 are still satisfied.  The only modification is that u and v in Conditions

V and VI are taken as follows:  u = M+P^Nx and v = M+P%PR,Ayb.  Here X is still

span{^j, . . . , \jin} in RC4).  In fact, this requirement on X can be relaxed.  One can

choose X= span{Tj, . . . , r„}, where {tx, . . . , r„} is an arbitrary set of linearly in-

dependent vectors in ^provided that PxPRtA) = Pr(a)Px f°r sufficiently large « and

Tj, • • • , r„, Tn+X, ...  is a basis of X.   However, with this arbitrary construction of

X, the system (63) may be inconsistent for sufficiently large n, in which case the best

approximate solution 3c* =A+b is obtained.  Now one can show, using Lemma 2, that

JQ(U(A)C nx) = M(A)C nX   and   H0(N(A) nx)= M(4) nX
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for sufficiently large «. These relations imply that the only conditions which need verifi-

cation, i.e. Conditions II and III, are also satisfied.

A Galerkin method for calculating the best approximate solution of Ax = fe can be

formulated as follows:

(i) Find a proper splitting A = M + N with N compact.

(ii) Find a basis {tx,t2,... } of Xsuch that

(66) M+:X-+X   and   pxpUa)= PK(A)Px

for sufficiently large n, where X = span{xj,. .., r„ }.

(iii) Calculated = HAJqX and fe = //fe.   The elements of ,4 = (a,--) are determined

by a¡j = eAATj), where efx) is the ith coefficient of x in the expansion x =

'L'¡L1eJ(x)T¡, while the elements of fe = (fe,) are determined by fe,- = e,(fe).

(iv)  Calculate the best approximate solution of.43c = fe, i.e. 3c* =^4+fe.

If A is written as A = I + N, in which case we may not have a proper splitting,

then the basis {tx, t2, . . . } must be chosen as a basis of R(A). The conditions (66)

are then redundant, and A is invertible for sufficiently large «.

Example 4.  The best least squares solution of the equation Ax = b from Exam-

ple 1 will now be calculated using Galerkin's method.

First, the operator A can be written as A = M + N, where

Mx(s) = x(s) - ix(s), s]\ sin sjs¡\   sin s,

Nx(s) = - 2 I x(s), V - cos sj \J- cos s.

Here ( • , • ) denotes the inner product in L2 [0, it].   Since M is the orthogonal projec-

tion on (span{sin s})1 and (Nx(s), sin s) = 0 for every x G L2 [0, tt] , one concludes

that R(/V) C (span{sin s})1 = R(M).   Furthermore

im<(fofo^COStC0^)   *^)54 = I<1'

which implies that A = M + N is a proper splitting, by Corollary 1.

Second, we choose the following basis of X:

(67) yj- cos s, V- sin s, \¡- sin 3s, V- sin 5s, ... .

The conditions (66) are now satisfied for every «.

Third, we calculated and fe for n = 1, 2, . . . .

a

since A(cos s) = Vicos s

it = (yl oos s, A \Jl cos sjj =\,

bx = (s, yj- cos sj =- 2y/-.

Thus,Äx = b for n = 1 is given by Vix = - 2\J2/tt, which gives x* = - 4y/2/tr. For
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« = 2, the system (63) is

»0\    _/-2V*

\0     0/ \    7TV2/7T  /

and its best least squares solution is

HT}
For « = 3, the system (63) becomes

' 14   0   0 \ / -2V2Är" \

0    0   0    3c =      7rV2Är"

\0    0    1 /        \(7r/3)V2M¿

with the best least squares solution

/-4V2ÂT   ^
x* =

At the nth step (« > 3), we obtain

\ (7r/3)V2/7r I

A =
Vi

•

/    "2   \

,   fe VI

-2

77

7T/3

tt/5

\ »r/(2n - 3)
/

and the best least squares solution is

/ -M
3c* = V2/7T

-4

0

tt/3

tt/5

Hence

\7r/(2«'-3)/

J~1x* = - (-4 cos s + | sin 3s + \ sin 5s + • • • + . ff   . sin(2« - 3))
0 jt \ 3 5 2/1 — 3 /
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Since the coefficients (x*(s), t¡), i = 1, ...,«, of the function x*(s) = s - 2 sin s -

4(cos s)/7T, in the basis (67), are

.     ¡2 n       7T    ¡2 7T     ä 1t        ß

for every «, we conclude that /¿"'x* —* x*(s), i-e- **(s) is the best least squares

solution of Ax = b.  The same result has been obtained in Example 1 using iteration

in ¿2 [0,1].

Let us note that the Kantorovich theory for singular equations leads to various

methods for calculating the best approximate solution, the Galerkin method described

above being only one of them.  By weakening our present conditions (as in Remark 8)

one obtains different types of convergence schemes, e.g. based on the fact that

tölH(ÄJ -* rW (possibly /-1 HiÄJ <t MAY), VW -* WA) (possibly
HrJiR(An)<tR(A)),etc.
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